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School Board Power, Decisions and Positions  

1. School Board Members are the last elected defense for children in the State of Florida. The oath 
and duties of a school board member are fairly simple to understand and carry a great deal of 
responsibility. How will you govern as a board member?  

Robert Moates (RM): By constantly remembering where I have been.  I am a teacher in a 
portable and it is my student’s success that is the goal of my job.  As a school board member it 
will be no different, only I have more students.  However I also must consider those individuals 
who will be delivering the education to my students. I must give them the tools they need in 
order to be successful.  The school board doesn’t educate one single child. I must rely on others 
to do so and they deserve my support and my thanks.   

Dave Miner (DM): I will continue to be an advocate for board actions as well as for local, state 
and federal policies I have actively advocated for over 12 years as manifested in my comments at 
school board meetings, columns I have published, leadership I have provided in educational 
organizations such as the Florida Coalition for Assessment Reform and the Florida Association 
of School Advisory Councils, my lobbying our legislature and Congress, and active involvement 
in numerous other educational organizations such as Save Our Schools, FAIRTEST, and 
Educator’s Roundtable. I will do my best to elicit involvement of my colleagues to join with me 
in having more of our local resources directed to compensating employees who have the most 
direct contact with our students and seeking by lobbying and other means funds available for 
public education. 

2. The School Board denied Manatee Charter School’s application. The appointed FLDOE granted 
the application. Recently, bills like the Parent Empowerment and other legislative moves 
appear to be limiting power or removing the power of the elected School Board Members. 
There seems to be loose or virtually no policies in Manatee County regarding numerous issues, 
that often appear front-page news. It is the duty of school board members to set policies. What 
will you do to restore/preserve the elected School Board Position locally and statewide?  

RM: I will be an active voice in Tallahassee.  I will be very vocal about the power of home rule 
and the principles that support such views.  I don’t believe that the FLDOE should overturn any 
local decision.  I will be fighting for my school district’s freedom from repressive rules from 
above as I fight to free teachers from repressive rules from downtown.  The principle is the same, 
distant governments don’t make good decisions, people with the best information, closest to the 
choice will.    

DM:  Our board should show leadership, establish policies, and provide oversight of adherence 
to policies and proper use of public money. For many years, it seems, our board has not 
effectively done any of these things. I have spoken of this abandonment of duties on many 
occasions and have drafted and suggested proposed policies on several occasions, very recently 
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concerning so-called “shade” and “dark” board meetings as well as board redistricting. I believe 
the time is overdue for the Board to closely review and revise its policies and procedures. 

3. How will you improve education in Manatee County?  

RM:  By winning this election and changing the culture of our school administration.  In the rest 
of these questions I believe I will answer this question more fully than I can here.  

DM:  The best way I can promote a better education for our students is to be diligent in my 
duties as a school board member so that, hopefully, every student will achieve the status of a 
contributing citizen who possesses a satisfying and rewarding career. We do not need more 
programs to accomplish this. We need to focus on providing teachers the freedom and 
encouragement to teach and instill love of learning in their students. 

4. What qualifies you to a school board member and how did you get to know the schools in 
Manatee County?  

RM:  I am a native and product of Manatee County and its schools.  I have spent the last 10 years 
teaching.  I come from a family of educators and they work at Lee Middle, Palmetto and 
Lakewood Ranch High and Horizons Academy.  Prior to teaching I worked in the Florida 
Legislature and US Congress.  I learned education policy and goals at those abstract levels and 
then worked on the front lines to put those policies into effect.  I am the only candidate who has 
done both.  I have drafted budgets and laws along with lesson plans and I will bring a unique and 
much needed view to the School Board. 

 DM: I have for years demonstrated a passion for education and for doing whatever I can to see 
that all children in Manatee County receive the best education possible and for making sure that 
every one of our tax dollars is used to the best advantage of our students. I will bring to this 
position the experience and privilege of having successfully worked in several leadership 
positions in making Manatee County a better community. I was privileged to lead Manatee 
Children’s Services in bringing the first Child Abuse Prevention Program to Manatee County 
and for leading the Manatee County Cable Televisions Advisory Board into creating Manatee 
Education Television and the televising of School Board and County Commission meetings. My 
passion and dedication to improving our public education has prompted me to assume leadership 
in statewide educational organizations and for 12 years regularly attending school board 
meetings as well as research and engaging the Board on issues involving FCAT, transparency, 
the budget and wasteful spending, fairness to employees, and more. My ability to understand the 
law, budgets, and other issues along with my persistence has prompted many reforms in School 
Board conduct over the years, including, recently, the posting of the School District’s check 
register on its website. 
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5. What is the number 1 priority you would begin to address on Day 1 of your school board term?  

RM:  Giving our teachers the respect and freedom to do the job they have been hired to do 
without the district peering over their shoulder at all times.  We have 59% of our students 
proficient in reading and 63% proficient in math.  We have to improve those numbers and every 
decision we make should be judged by that mark.  Our teachers and students are the only ones 
that can improve those numbers, they must have the support they need and freedom to achieve.   

 DM:  Priority 1. Better academic results.  
Metric/Benchmarks: Higher graduation rates, fewer dropouts, more students successfully 
pursuing post high school education or training 

Priority 2: Increase community support for our public schools.  
Metric/Benchmarks: Increasing number of volunteers in our schools, increasing monetary and in 
kind contributions to our schools, increasing community receptiveness to millage increase 
allocated for teacher salaries and benefits. 

Priority 3: Increased Credibility of District Management. 
Metric/Benchmarks; Fewer embarrassing and contradictory claims in financial reports; Prompter 
responses to information inquiries from the media and ordinary citizens; Greater participation of 
community in district and school organizations such as the School Advisory Councils 

6. How do you envision your relationship with the superintendent and all of the school board 
members especially during tough times? 

RM:  I hope they will be good relationships.  But my job is to do what is best for the students of 
Manatee County and not make friends with people.   

 DM:  Always respectful and mindful of my personal duties and those of the board and the 
superintendent. I am confident that the Superintendent will know that when I am on the board 
that I will expect his best for our children and compliance with board policies. 

7. How would you do "research" for a school board problem? 

RM:  The same way I research for my classes.  I try to gather as much information as I can, ask 
questions of anyone and always always believe, as Benjamin Franklin said “doubt my 
infallibility.”  Never be afraid to ask questions and know that others have more knowledge than 
you do.  Use them to help make a good choice.  But it is not just information; it is being able to 
balance that choice against core principals.   

 DM:  The type of “research” or analysis will depend on the nature of the problem. I will seek 
input from as many as I can in the community and particularly from those most affected for each 
problem. As an attorney and a person who has worked on many boards, I have experience in 
addressing board problems and providing solutions. I have over time proposed many solutions to 
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the school board to make it function better, most recently concerning how the agenda is set and 
how non-public meetings are conducted. 

8. List one positive thing the current school district administration is doing and one area that 
needs improvement?  

RM:  As I said, our students are our best accomplishment.  They are amazing and too often we 
let our adult views and goals interfere with celebrating them.  I have great faith in the future of 
America because I see the future in my classrooms.  We should celebrate that more than we do 
not just every once in a while.  Our students can compete with anyone physically, mentally and 
spiritually.  Too few people see that side of them.   

 DM:  Over the past twelve years, to a significant extent because of my urging, board business 
has become more transparent, although much progress is still needed.. 
The area that needs the most improvement is demonstrating appreciation for the work which 
district employees, particularly teachers, do. 

High Stakes Testing/Uniformity 

9. Students are feeling a great deal of stress related to testing, the stress is imposed from 
teachers. I am told this comes from administration and district officials. What will you do to 
stop the behavior that is forming? What policy will you impose for parents and/or teachers to 
report incidents of "bullying" related to testing?   

RM:  We often refer to tests as opportunities in class, a chance to show off if you will.  There is a 
difference between putting importance on something and making it stressful.  As a coach and as 
a teacher my goal is to prepare my students and give them the confidence to achieve at levels 
they may not have believed possible.  That is our approach.   

DM:  I think high stakes testing pollutes the learning environment and contributes to a bullying 
atmosphere. This is one reason that I have for over a decade been a local and state-wide leader in 
opposing high stakes testing. I have at my own expense organized conferences, rallies, and 
traveled to Tallahassee and Washington in this regard. 

I think the rest of the board should join me in communicating to Tallahassee and Washington 
that high stakes testing in public education should end. 

I think it is important that the board have policies making it clear that teachers have an ethical 
and contractual duty to report any instance of bullying which comes to their attention. 

I would also like to have a citizens-involved review and revision of school board policies and 
procedures. About ten years ago, I attended possibly 20 workshops on such a revision and, as a 
citizen, was not allowed to provide input until after the process was completed. I think the end 
product would have been better if citizens were encouraged to be part of the process. At the least, 
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we have better rules and protocols concerning board meetings. Now we are largely governed by 
Roberts Rules of Order, which few board members understand and fewer follow. 

To promote more parent involvement in our schools and public education, we need to better 
promote participation in our School Advisory Councils by encouraging - and, if necessary, 
directing schools to display on their web sites the names and photographs of their SAC members 
as well as their meeting calendars and minutes. 

The current practice of serial meetings of board members with staff prior to board meetings 
deprives the public from learning from the discussions as well as depriving each board member 
from learning what staff discussed with other board members. It is not a good use of staff time or 
board member time and needs to be stopped. It should be replaced by further collegial 
discussions during board meetings and/or board members and the public posing agenda questions 
to staff on the website and staff, also on the website, posting responses to the inquiries prior to 
meetings.  

I will accomplish these goals by making motions to adopt these actions and arguing for their 
adoption. 

10. Do you feel there is a problem with the current system not being uniform on policies? How will 
you create uniformity and stability for all children? 

RM:  First we must hold accountable our administration for the way they handle our existing 
policies.  Not just for students but for our teachers as well.  Currently the policies in place are 
being applied differently at different locations.  I am favor of giving our principals leeway but 
they must be held accountable for those choices.   

DM:  NO. I certainly hope each child will be encouraged to develop in their own beautiful way. 

Gifted students, ESE Students, English Language Learners and IB 

11. Principals seem to have the final say to adopt or cancel programs for ESE and gifted students 
regardless if there is a need in the school or not. Sarasota County has designated programs at 
schools like Oak Park, Fruitville and Pine View to offer students a ‘free and appropriate’ 
education. I have a gifted child and a child with Autism and Manatee County School District 
serves neither of my children. What will you do for children like mine?   

RM:  No answer provided 

 DM:  We should carefully review the Sarasota County programs to see if they would be better 
for our students and try to emulate their programs for your children, if the review is positive. 
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12. The district has given minimal support to English Language learners (ELL) who represent more 
than 10% of our student population and have a significant impact on overall achievement 
performance Will you actively address this issue? How will you address this issue?   

RM:  We need to revamp our professional development as it relates to ELLs. 60 hours and then 
never again doesn’t do for our teachers what they need to help students be successful.  I believe 
each school should be able to address this issue as best for them.  I also feel that summer 
programs and extended hours for ELLs must be part of our districts overall approach.   

DM:  Yes. Students who do not speak English should have the benefit of temporarily being 
placed in a program such as the “New Comer” center program which has proven to be effective 
for many children. I will move for its implementation. 

13. Manatee County has 3 International Baccalaureate programs. The current board along with the 
superintendent met with members of the Southeast SAC as well as representatives from 
Wakeland and Johnson and expressed their support for these programs. If you were 
elected/reelected would you support these programs at each school? Why? or Why not? 

RM:  I support all our advanced programs.  I teach AP classes.  All of them provide our students 
examples of what is expected of them in college and help prepare them for success at the next 
level.  I fully support continuing those programs.   

DM:  Our IB programs have benefitted many students. Two concerns often raised about the 
programs are that some believe: 1) The costs/benefits of the IB programs are not as favorable as 
AP programs; 2) American values and uniqueness are not well respected. I would like to closely 
review all of this, but until I am satisfied these concerns are valid, I will continue to support the 
existence of the IB programs. 

Charter Schools/Privatization 

14. Where do you stand on the privatization of the public school system? 

RM:  I do not support giving public building to private corporations.  

DM:  Public schools are the bedrock of democracy and should be controlled by the public. 

15. How do you plan to compete with charter schools given the fact that several teachers and 
students have left the district for charter schools? 

RM:  The first step is to ask why they are leaving.  Where have we not been able to serve those 
students and what changes can we make?  I believe that our public schools deliver a great 
education and am willing to compete with any charter school.  We must also then empower our 
schools to adapt and adjust to best serve their students.   
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DM:  Have a better system; do a better job; learn from others including the charter schools how 
we may provide better public education in our community. 

Advocacy 

16. Do you support groups like Fund Education Now and other parent led advocacy groups? What 
will you do to involve parents in the education and legislative process?  

RM:  My role as a board member is to help get the community involved.  So I support any 
advocacy group that wants to improve our students’ education.  I have in the past worked to help 
bring in businesses and individuals into our school through our academies to provide better 
curriculum and lesson along with funds for scholarships.  I will continue that as a board member.   

DM:  Yes, and for years I have been involved and a leader in “parent led advocacy groups”. I 
believe the Board as a whole and board members, like me, as individuals should promote 
policies that encourage more involvement in SAC’s and lobbying our legislators. 

To promote more parent involvement in our schools and public education, we need to better 
promote participation in our School Advisory Councils by encouraging - and, if necessary, 
directing schools to display on their web sites the names and photographs of their SAC members 
as well as their meeting calendars and minutes. 

17. Will you stand up against state and national policies or programs viewed as destructive to 
children?  

RM:  Yes.   

DM:  I have and I will continue to do so. I have written, spoken, organized and traveled in my 
effort to combat state and federal destructive policies and programs. 

18. What have you done in Manatee County related to bettering students and the classroom that 
goes above an beyond a paid position? Example: SAC member, volunteer in a school, sponsor 
programs, attend activities, which benefit a school or schools?  

RM:  As a teacher at Lakewood Ranch I have been a director of our Small Learning Academies.  
I have work sporting matches, been a reader for “a” team competitions attended more activities 
than I could count.  I have helped start clubs and spent many hours after school tutoring and 
giving extra help to students who have asked for it.  I have worked with our athletic boosters, 
have raised money and helped award scholarships and act as an ambassador for my school.  I 
coach in the spring and spend the fall working with students to prepare physically for success in 
our endeavor.  I am a teacher and I live at Lakewood Ranch High School, they are my students 
and I support them in all that they do.  
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DM:  My passion and dedication to improving our public education has prompted me to assume 
leadership in local and statewide educational organizations and for 12 years regularly attend 
school board meetings as well as research and engage the Board on issues involving FCAT, 
transparency, the budget and wasteful spending, fairness to employees, and more. I have served 
on several SAC committees as well as being Regional Governor of Florida Association of School 
Advisory Councils and as a Director of the Florida Coalition for Assessment Reform. I have 
authored assessment reform legislation (“Truth In Testing/Parents Right to Know Act”), testified 
before the Senate Education Committee, lobbied our legislature, and was part of the Save Our 
Schools conference and rally in Washington, D.C. in the summer of 2011. I continue active 
membership in several other educational organizations including the Assessment Reform 
Network and FAIRTEST. 

19. As a school board member will you allow the facts about the upcoming 2013 education bills to 
be placed on the district website (link education legislation)? ex. Parent Empowerment Act.  

RM:  Absolutely.  I will also be working with our legislative delegation in Tallahassee to keep 
such bad ideas from becoming law.   

DM:  I think that is a great idea and should be done. 

Teacher/Staffing/Funding Issues 

20. Teachers were provided a contract to sign with no monetary amount for compensation. Do you 
agree with this practice? What would you do instead?   

RM:   No this is a horrible decision used by the administration so that teachers would not see the 
cuts of last year were being passed onto the next year.  After imposing a contract the district 
should have resorted to the last accepted contracts. This would have meant a different number on 
those renewals and the district would have had to fight for those cuts all over again.  By avoiding 
compensation figure the district hope to avoid that battle. This was and is a poor plan. 

DM:  No, a terrible practice. Instead, we should bargain in good faith with our employee unions. 

21. How would you plan on continuing to attract quality teachers for our classrooms, given the 
budget issues we are continuing to see? 

RM:  We must give teachers the respect they deserve and the freedom to practice their 
profession.  We must treat them fairly and do whatever we can to ensure they are paid fairly.  No 
person became a teacher to be rich, but the disrespect shown and constraints placed upon 
teachers make it difficult to attract and even keep good teachers.  Of course, returning to our 10-
11 contracts would be a nice start.   

DM:  I would insist that teachers be treated and paid as professionals. We cannot continue losing 
quality teachers from the classroom because they no longer can afford to be teachers or they do 
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not want to continue being teachers. We will not progress with employee morale remaining at an 
all time low. 

22. How will you increase teacher moral if elected?  

RM:  For the first time in a long time teachers will have a voice in how our district is being run.  
I believe that we can free teachers from our past top down approach, while holding them 
accountable, thus giving them the professional respect they deserve for the job they perform.  
Teachers will know a new day is come for Manatee Schools.   

DM:  Again, by treating and paying teachers as professionals. 

23. Do you think education is funded sufficiently in Manatee County? If not, what would you do to 
correct this? 

RM:   I believe that we do have enough to deliver a world class education to our students 
provided we put our students at the center of our budget decisions.  This means we must examine 
the contracts and consultants fees and freeze them until we have fully funded our classrooms and 
our students.   

DM:  No. 1) Direct more money toward the classroom and those who have closest contact with 
students; 2) Insist on transparency on how the public’s money is being used so that the public 
can satisfy itself that money is not being wasted; 3) Demonstrate how increased local and state 
funding would improve local education; 4) Organize and lobby for such funding. 

24. Some School Board Members and candidates say teacher pay is the district's top priority. Do 
you feel this way? If so are other employees like bus drivers, custodians, cafeteria workers, 
clerical workers, support staff are less valuable than teachers and less worthy of financial 
support? 

RM:  Any individual that comes into contact with our students and contributes to their education 
should be our priority.  From our Bus Drivers to our cafeteria workers to our custodial staff, each 
helps create or add to our student’s daily education along with our teachers and each deserves 
our support.  It is the jobs that don’t ever interact with our students that need to be closely 
examined and should be areas we look to for the first cuts.   

DM:  My foremost goal is to improve local public education, and that will not occur without 
increasing the compensation to our teachers. 

25. What will you do for K-3 curriculum? 

RM:  We need to move to the National Common Core Standards this year in all grades.  We need 
to allow our teachers to find the path for their classrooms this year and not wait for lessons and 
directives from downtown.  Next summer our teachers should be working together in 
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professional development to share their own experience with the NCCS, what worked, what 
didn’t and where we can all improve.  We need find a better way to do assessment of our 
students than we currently have been doing. Our teachers are missing too much time out of class.  
We need to end our non-retention policy in our early grades.  We must make sure our students 
are ready and able to learn at the next level instead of setting them up for struggle and failure.   

DM:  The curriculum should do more to foster curiosity and love of learning in K-3 children and 
less concern how each may perform on a standardized test. Our goal should be to provide each 
child with more attention and less retention. 

26. School Resource Officers have been cut from elementary schools, now many of our middle 
schools are facing the loss of the officers. Are teachers and school staff now responsible for 
school safety issues? What will you do to ensure student and staff safety in all schools?    

RM:  I feel that we must re-institute the School Resource Officer program and need to work hand 
in hand with the Sheriff’s office and the Board of County Commissioners to find the funds to 
bring positive police role models back into our schools.  Again this is about priorities and if 
building strong relationships between our students and the police isn’t a priority then it is another 
example of penny wise and pound foolish.  Our resource officers prevent crime before it happens 
and save money for our county in the long run. 

DM:  The Board ultimately is responsible for “school safety issues” and must determine - based 
upon close examination of each school - where SRO’s are most needed to ensure safety for 
students and staff. I owe it to students and staff to be part of that close examination. 


